
The Portfolio

Take a little bit of your time
to follow our little rocket through 
our universe, you will enjoy it for sure.
Fasten your seatbelts, we have fift-off!



Scanomat - IOS, Web
The name Scanomat is synonymous with excellent tasting coffees, cappuccinos, and other hot and cold beverages. 
The Scanomat package is based on modern technology, a superior range of products, efficient and effective service 
and financial flexibility. Worldwide, Scanomat serves almost 2 million cups of coffee per day and over half a billion per 
year. 

Our IOS software helps Scanomat Sales Team to setup client contracts and provide access to internal file and contact 
repositories.



SPAR Denmark - IOS, Android, Web
IOS, ANDROID AND WEB APP FOR THE WELL KNOWN SPAR SUPER-
MARKET CHAIN

See flyers from Spar, Super Spar, Kwik Save or Save Euro. Find the nearest Spar, Super Spar, Kwik Save or Save Euro. Get 
inspiring everyday recipes from our madunivers. Create and save easily your shopping lists and share them with your 
family, your lover or your friends. Get a quick and simple overview of your monthly budget. 
Save your receipts quickly and easily.



Crowdclock - IOS, Web
CrowdClock is an instant appointment setting cloud-based platform that makes appointment setting between you 
and your favorite business instantaneous. With just a few simple swipes you can find any business you like and set 
an instant appointment with them. Every appointment made is synced to your iCal. 

Gone are the days of being put on hold when trying to set an appointment with your favorite service provider. Every 
appointment you set comes also with an automatic reminder asking you confirm or cancel the set appointment. You 
no longer have to be bothered by phone or email asking whether you will make a scheduled appointment or not. 



Sooligan - IOS
Sooligan is a smartphone app for students, young professionals, 
entrepreneurs, and travelers. 
Use Sooligan to provide your thoughts, share your experiences, and 
unashamedly voice your opinions…all in real-time, and all relevant to 
your immediate location! 

It’s the best, fastest, and most productive way to do social media.



Magine
IOS, Windows8, Android

With Magine TV you can watch TV anywhere, anytime, and on any kind 
of screen. Watch live and catch-up TV, on the move or at home on the 
screen of your choice. 
Access your favourite TV channels, literarily by your fingertips. Say 
goodbye to all complicated set-ups and get more me-time. 

Just dive in and start watching!



Flanco - IOS, Web
With an anual turnover of more than 135 million euros and 
over 78 stores, Flanco is Romania's second biggest offline 
retailer. 

The solution built for Flanco is an Enterprise e-Commerce 
system with real time Microsoft Dynamics NAV integration
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Anagram
IOS, Android, Web

The new, cool and challenging wordgame! 

Anagram is a free single- and multiplayer game for you who enjoys 
challenging yourself, your friends or random opponents in the art of 
finding words. 

IF you like wordgames you need to try Anagram!



Shift8 - IOS
Shift8 is a leader in cutting edge point of sale and business management systems designed for 
franchisors and corporate retail chains. Whether you are an established business with hundreds 
of stores or are just starting out our software solutions are scalable to your needs.

HiveMind, the cloud based business and POS management software suite, is designed to ensure 
managing multiple sites is as easy as possible whilst still providing the detailed business 
analytics and reporting capabilities required of a comprehensive POS management system. 

Our combined POS package, consisting of HiveMind and Drone, is a unique hybrid of the cloud for Our combined POS package, consisting of HiveMind and Drone, is a unique hybrid of the cloud for 
reporting, management & updates and traditional Windows based in store software for stability 
and reliability. 
Essentially you get the best of both worlds in one complete Point of Sale solution.
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Stretch!With Michelle Jenneke 
IOS, Android, Web

Stretch! With Michelle Jenneke provides 34 educational and fun videos 
designed to share Michelle’s secrets of how to maintain the flexibility 
which may assist in preventing afflictions such as back pain and 
muscle stiffness. 

Michelle demonstrates both simple and advanced techniques to 
stretch multiple body parts for all levels of users. 

The stretching techniques demonstrated are useful for a variety of The stretching techniques demonstrated are useful for a variety of 
sports and activities, and Michelle also provides some helpful tips on 
how to prepare for competition.
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FileRanger
IOS, Desktop app
FileRanger is a unique organization tool for your desktop 
computer's files. 
How much time do you spend looking for files or folders? 
What are you putting off because your computer is not organized 
enough or you have not had time to find that file? 

FileRanger keeps your files categorized and stored in the right 
place and where you need them.
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Evolutionsstien - IOS
EVO is an app that graphically depicts a 13.7 km long route between 
Orion Planetarium in Jels and The pit. 
The route represents the evolution from the Big Bang to the present.

Via GPS seen their own location on a map and the 10 scale items, 
which can be found on the route. 
For each item scanned a QR code that provides access to movies, 
pictures, text / narration and quiz around that time period.
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readyTOsing - IOS
The city of Torino is ready to host the eighteenth edition of the most 
important festival in Europe dedicated to choral music. 

With the Torino edition for the first time Europa Cantat arrives in Italy. 
This incredible variety is one of the aspects that make the Festival 
Europa Cantat a unique experience. 
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Metal Bellows
IOS, Android

Design your own bellows to suit your application or check existing 
bellows. 
Metal Bellows design calculations, which will give spring rates, 
stresses and cycle life - including default bellows profiles and 
movements. 

Ideal for consultants, designers and sales people.
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ThePratley App - IOS
3D photos & videos. Directly from your smartphone.

The TRUE-VIEW is the world's first device that allows iOS and Android users to take, 
view and share stunning 3D photos and videos directly from their smartphones.
When a smartphone is placed into the device, the regular 2D content usually captured 
by your smartphone, is converted into 3D.

These photos & videos can then be viewed in 3D through the TRUE-VIEW™ itself, or on These photos & videos can then be viewed in 3D through the TRUE-VIEW™ itself, or on 
a 3D TV.
The TRUE-VIEW™ is a sustainable device that is designed to work with future 
smartphone models by simply swapping the interchangeable base tray that holds the 
handset in place.
The TRUE-VIEW™ has no moving parts and is compact in size.
The TRUE-VIEW™ is designed as a retro-feel collector’s item, but has the magic of The TRUE-VIEW™ is designed as a retro-feel collector’s item, but has the magic of 
capturing awe-inspiring 3D photos and videos.
The TRUE-VIEW™ is made from the highest quality materials with a huge focus placed 
on manufacturing a quality device responsibly.
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